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Alabama experienced a rather uneventful May with slightly cooler and drier than normal conditions. 
Statewide, the average temperature was 0.5°F cooler than the long-term average of 70.7°F. Rainfall was 
0.73 inches drier than the long-term average of 4.24 inches. It should be mentioned that May was the 
first month this year to experience colder than normal average temperatures.

While most of Alabama experienced cooler than normal temperatures throughout the month, from 
the 6th through the 18th, most of the state was warmer than normal due to a persistent ridge of high 
pressure. During this stretch of warmer weather, 57 stations across the state recorded temperatures at 
or above 90°F. The Andalusia-Opp Airport recorded the warmest temperature of the month at 98°F on 
the 15th. In contrast, during the first few colder than normal days of May, four stations (Lafayette 2W, 
Valley Head 1 SSW, Moulton 2, and a station in DeSota State Park) recorded the coldest temperature of 
the month at 35°F. 

In terms of precipitation, the majority of the state was drier than normal for the month of May. However, 
parts of the state were wetter than normal around portions of south Alabama as well as the region 
around Talladega, thanks to fortunate storm tracks. In fact, a station in Talladega recorded the highest 
amount of rainfall for the month at 10.12 inches. In contrast, the Holt Lock and Dam station recorded 
the least amount of rainfall at 1.29 inches, with no missing observations. The figure below illustrates the 
variability of May’s precipitation.

After a relatively cool start, the spring season warmed up, exacerbating the gradual precipitation deficits 
across many areas of the State. The drier conditions allowed for ample field work and planting. According 
to the USDA Crop Progress Report for Alabama, as of the end of May, nearly all the corn in the state was 
planted ( ~95%), and 70% of hay fields had their first cutting (slightly behind last year), and the peanuts 
and soybeans are both greater the 60% planted. As we head into June, weekly precipitation is the 
make it or break it factor for those farmers without irrigation. Corn yields are tightly coupled with June 
precipitation as the crop enters critical reproductive stages. It’s this time of year where flash droughts 
(just a week or two with no rain and high temperatures) can be especially impactful.

With the conclusion of climatological spring (March, April, May), let’s look back at how Alabama fared this 
spring. Statewide, this spring was the 41st warmest on record, with an average temperature of 64.0°F, 
which is 1.1°F warmer than normal. Precipitation-wise, this spring was the 60th driest on record, with 
14.28 inches of precipitation, which is 0.93 inches drier than normal. It was an active spring in terms of 
tornado activity, with 25 preliminary tornado reports, which is close to the spring average (1991–2020 
reference period) of 24. It should be noted that the number of tornadoes reported in January (29) was 
higher than the total number of tornadoes reported in the entire 2023 spring season. Since 1950, this 
has only happened three times: in 1975, 2015, and 2017.
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Although the severe weather season has passed its peak, it is important to keep in mind that severe 
weather can still happen in Alabama year-round. Lightning is a potential hazard from severe weather. 
Knowing the risks of lightning is crucial, especially since it occurs more frequently in Alabama during the 
summer, when more people are working or enjoying outdoor activities. This week (June 18th–24th) is 
National Lightning Safety Awareness Week. For more information visit: http://lightningsafetycouncil.org/
LSC-LSAW.html.

Monthly summaries are provided by Dr. Rob Junod, Lee Ellenburg and John Christy.
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NEW ALABAMA CLIMATE RECORDS
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